[Utilization of ambulatory psychotherapy by patients with endogenous depression after inpatient psychiatric treatment].
The long-term course of major depressive disorder is often accompanied by relapses or chronicity. Since psychosocial factors have been shown to be important predictors for the long-term outcome, psychotherapy along with drug therapy belongs to the standard methods of treatment. In spite of the effectiveness of psychotherapy, only some of the inpatients are treated with outpatient psychotherapy after hospital discharge. Within the framework of the Heidelberg depression study the authors examined what kind of, how many and for how long endogenously depressed patients sought out-patient psychotherapy after an inpatient treatment in a two-year follow-up. During the follow-up one half of patients were treated with outpatient psychotherapy. They were found to be younger, had suffered from more previous episodes, and their personality was more disturbed than those who had not undergone psychotherapy. The Expressed Emotion index did not make any further difference, whereas certain aspects of partnership quality did. The distinction between the two groups of patients is discussed regarding possible selection processes by treatment indication. It is pointed out that research on synergistic cooperation between members of the mental health services is highly desirable.